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A Multifunction Control Strategy for the Stable
Operation of DG Units in Smart Grids
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Abstract—This paper describes the development of a multifunction control strategy for the stable operation of distributed
generation (DG) units during the integration with the power grid.
The proposed control model is based on direct Lyapunov control (DLC) theory and provides a stable region for the proper
operation of DG units during the integration with the power
grid. The compensation of instantaneous variations in the reference current components in ac-side and dc-voltage variations
in the dc-side of the interfacing system are adequately considered in this control plan, which is the main contribution and
novelty of this paper in comparison with previous control strategies. Utilization of the DLC technique in DG technology can
confirm the continuous injection of maximum active power in
fundamental frequency from the DG source to the power grid,
compensating all the reactive power and harmonic current components of grid-connected loads through the integration of DG
link into the grid. Application of this concept in smart grids
system can guarantee to reduce the stress on the utility grid
during the peak of energy demand. Simulation and experimental test results are presented to demonstrate the proficiency and
performance of the proposed DLC technique in DG technology.
Index Terms—Direct Lyapunov control (DLC), distributed
generation (DG), power management, smart grids.

N OMENCLATURE
Indices
k & j a, b, c.
Abbreviations
DG Distributed generation.
DLC Direct Lyapunov control.
PF
Power factor.

APF
LPF
VSC
PCC
PI
PLL
Variables
igk
ilk
ick
ik
ic
idhn
id
iq
Idc
Iavd
Iavq
vdc
Vgk
vm
vk
vr
Sk
Sj
Seqk

Grid currents.
Load currents.
DG currents.
Currents of transistors.
Current of dc capacitor.
Load currents in harmonic frequencies.
Current components d-axis.
Current components q-axis.
dc current.
Instantaneous variation of Irefd .
Instantaneous variation of Irefq .
Voltage at dc side.
Grid voltage.
Reference voltage vector at PCC.
Voltage of each phase at PCC.
Reference value of dc side voltage.
Switching of transistors.
Switching of transistors in each leg.
Switching state function.

Parameters
Rc
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Active power filter.
Low-pass filter.
Voltage source converter.
Point of power coupling.
Proportional-integral.
Phase locked loop.

Lc
C
Pref
Pmax
Qc
Ql
ω
γ
λ
f
fc

Equivalent resistance of the ac filter, coupling transformer, and connection cables.
Equivalent inductance of the ac filter, coupling transformer, and connection cables.
dc capacitor.
Reference active power of DG.
Maximum active power of DG.
Reference reactive power of DG.
Load reactive power.
Grid angular frequency.
Constant coefficient of switching function in dynamic
state operation.
Constant coefficient of switching function in dynamic
state operation.
Fundamental frequency.
Cut-off frequency.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
HE CONCEPT of DG consists of relatively small generation units which are located at or near the point of power
consumption [1]. Application of DG technology in power systems can yield many benefits from both grid and demand
sides [2], [3].
DG has the capability of being less costly, highly efficient,
and reliable, and it can simplify the generation of energy near
the load center [4], [5]. Therefore, DG can be considered as
an efficient preference for the residential, commercial, and
industrial customer loads to provide a secure and low cost
electricity [6], [7], and also multiple integrated DGs can be
used to ensure power quality and to provide energy surety to
critical loads [8].
Renewable-based energy sources are good options to
empower the interfacing system in DG platforms. These
sources of energy meet both the decreasing energy demand
from the utility grid and the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions for environmental regulations [9], [10].
Power injection from the DG to the grid during the peak
of demand can optimize the energy consumption and reduce
the stress from the grid’s point of view, decreasing also the
cost of energy consumption from the customer’s point of
view [11], [12]. But, increasing the number of DG units in
the power grid can introduce some problems in the operation
and management of the entire power network [13]. Therefore,
an intelligent control technique of DG units for power coordination between the grid, load, and DG sides is highly required
in smart grid systems.
Several studies have been reported in the literature regarding
the control of the DG interfacing system for integration of
renewable and nonrenewable energy sources into the power
grid [14]–[19].
For instance, a control technique of multilevel converter
topologies for the integration of renewable energy to the grid
has been proposed in [20]. The application of this control technique is mainly regarding the injection of harmonic current
components and reactive power compensation of nonlinear
loads through a source of renewable energy, in medium and
high-power systems. Also, supervisory power management has
been proposed to control the transitions and to minimize the
transients on voltage and frequency of DGs [21].
Different hardware implementations for DG technology,
control structures for the interfacing system, and control
strategies under fault conditions were addressed in [22].
A control algorithm has been proposed in [23] for reference
current generation in the control circuit loop of the interfaced
converter in a DG system, under the grid fault condition. The
generated reference current components can provide a flexible
voltage support during the presence of any faults in the grid
voltage.
A PLL-less control technique is presented in [24] for the
integration of DG sources into the distribution power grid. By
the elimination of PLL from the control loop of DG, synchronization problems between the DG link and power grid can
be solved.
In addition, the control loop has a faster dynamic response
to the load changes and variations in grid parameters.

T

Performance of this control scheme in DG technology is
validated through simulation and experimental test results during transient and steady-state operating conditions. Seamless
transfer of single phase interfaced converters between gridconnected and stand-alone modes is introduced in [25]. The
proposed strategy is a stable control plan for a single-phase
converter which works on a stand-alone and grid connected
mode, simultaneously.
Some other control schemes have also been proposed for
achieving a unity PF in the utility grid, by the integration of
DG sources to the power grid [26], [27].
Pouresmaeil et al. [28] presented a feedback linearization
technique for the control of a neutral-point-clamped converter for the compensation of harmonic current components
of grid-connected loads. By using this control technique, a
considerable amount of load currents in harmonic frequencies
can be compensated via the DG link; then, total injected power
from the utility grid to the load will be free of reactive power
and harmonic frequencies. By the introduction of this control
method, DG technology can also be considered as an APF
device in a typical power system.
Several other control techniques have been proposed in this
concept, which in most of the presented studies a solution for
a serious problem in the power network has been proposed
and discussed [29].
In this paper, the authors are introducing a multifunction
control strategy based on the DLC technique, for a stable
operation of the proposed model and the VSC control as the
heart of the interfacing system between DG sources and the
power grid.
The impacts of instantaneous variable variations in the operation of DG systems are adequately considered in the proposed
control plan, which is a new contribution of this control
method in comparison with other existing strategies.
Indeed, the contribution of this strategy in DG systems can
be introduced as a new solution in the distribution grid, while
compensating for the different issues needed concurrently
during the connection of nonlinear loads to the utility grid.
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections.
Following the introduction, the general schematic diagram of
the proposed DG model will be introduced in Section II and
the dynamic and steady-state analysis of this model will be
elaborated. Application of DLC technique for the control and
stable operation of the DG interfacing system will be presented
in Section III. Moreover, simulation and experimental test
results have been performed to demonstrate the efficiency and
applicability of the developed control strategy in Section IV.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. P ROPOSED M ODEL
Fig. 1 shows the general representation of the proposed
model, which is based on three main parts, i.e., grid, load, and
DG link. Contractual sign of components and variables such
as currents and voltages in each phase are illustrated properly
in these three sections. Furthermore, the DG source and other
components are demonstrated in dc side of interfacing system
for empowering it and power injection to the utility grid.
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General schematic diagram of the proposed model.

A. Dynamic State Analysis of the Proposed Model
For designing an applicable control scheme for the interfacing system, the dynamic state of the whole model should be
evaluated precisely. By the application of the Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws in both ac and dc sides of the interfaced
converter, a general equation of the model can be obtained as
dick
+ Rc ick + vmk + vkn = 0
dt
⎛
⎞
b,c
b,c
1 ⎝
dvdc
1 ⎠
=−
Sk −
Cdc
Sj ik + idc
dt
2
3
Lc

(1)
(2)

where vkn = vko − vno . By referring to Fig. 1, the voltage
relations between ac and dc sides of the interfacing system
can be mentioned as


b,c
vdc
1
vkn =
Sk .
(3)
Sk −
2
3
k=a

By substituting (3) in (1), a set of equations for the dynamic
behavior of the proposed model in Fig. 1 can be obtained,
which is based on the switching state function of the interfaced
converter as
⎞
⎛
b,c
dick
1⎝
1 ⎠
+ Rc ick −
Sj vdc + vmk = 0.
(4)
Lc
Sk −
dt
2
3
j=a

By considering Seq as the switching state function, general
dynamic equations for the ac and dc sides of the interfacing
system can be expressed as
Lc

dick
+ Rc ick + Seqk vdc + vmk = 0
dt

dicd
+ Rc icd − ωLc icq + Seqd vdc + vmd = 0
dt
dicq
+ Rc icq + ωLc icd + Seqq vdc + vmq = 0
Lc
dt
dvdc
− Seqd icd − Seqq icq − idc = 0.
Cdc
dt

Lc

j=a

k=a

matrix, which rotates at the grid angular frequency. By this
technique, all the alternative variables of Fig. 1 in fundamental
frequency are converted to the dc values; then, filtering and
controlling in the control loop of the model can be achieved
easier.
Accordingly, the general state space equations of the proposed model can be expressed as

(5)

dvdc
− Seqa ica − Seqb icb − Seqc icc − idc = 0.
(6)
dt
Equations (5) and (6) describe the behavior of the proposed
DG model during the integration time with power grid.
Cdc

B. Steady-State Analysis of the Proposed Model
Dynamic state equations in (5) and (6) can be transformed
into the dq reference frame by using the Park transformation

(7)
(8)
(9)

By considering the direction of the reference vector of grid
voltage in direction of d-axis, the q-component of grid voltage
will be zero (vmq = 0) and reference voltage value will be equal
to d-component of grid voltage (vm = vmd ). Assuming Irefd as
the reference value of d-axis in current control loop of DG for
injection of active power to the grid (Icd = Irefd ), and since that
in rotating synchronous reference frame q-component of load
current is perpendicular on d-component of voltage, Irefq will
be the reference current of q-axis in DG current control loop,
which provides the required reactive power for the loads in
both fundamental and harmonic frequencies (Icq = Irefq ). The
mentioned assumptions are considered as the stability criteria
in the proposed model and by substituting these assumptions
in (7)–(9), and considering vr as the desired value of vdc and
Seqds and Seqqs as the switching state values during the steadystate operating condition, a set of equations can be achieved
for the steady-state operation of the proposed model as
Lc

dIrefd
+ Rc Irefd − ωLc Irefq + Seqds vr + vm = 0 (10)
dt
dIrefq
+ Rc Irefq + ωLc Irefd + Seqqs vr = 0 (11)
Lc
dt
Seqds Irefd + Seqqs Irefq + Idc = 0. (12)

The impacts of instantaneous variations in the values of reference current components should be considered in the control
loop of DG to meet an appropriate compensation during the
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changes from dynamic to steady-state operating conditions.
Consequently
dIrefq
dIrefd
= Iavd ,
= Iavq .
(13)
dt
dt
By substituting (13) in (10) and (11), the switching state
functions of the interfacing system from the dynamic to the
steady-state operating conditions can be expressed as
−vm − Rc Irefd + ωLc Irefq − Lc Iavd
Seqds =
(14)
vr
−Rc Irefq − ωLc Irefd − Lc Iavq
.
(15)
Seqqs =
vr
By substituting the obtained switching state functions
in (12), (16) can be achieved as
Irefd +

Lc Iavd + vm
2Rc

=

2

+ Irefq +

(Lc Iavd + vm )2 + Lc Iavq
4R2c

Lc Iavq
2Rc
2

2

+ 4Rc vr Idc

Fig. 2.

where (16) is the mathematical model for a circle with the
center of ((−Lc Iavd − vm )/2Rc , (−Lc Iavq )/2Rc ) and radius
of ((Lc Iavd + vm )2 + (Lc Iavq )2 + 4Rc vr Idc )/(4R2c ), clarifying
the maximum capacity of DG interfacing system for the compensation of active and reactive power components in both dc
and alternative frequencies, as another contribution to earlier
studies. Fig. 2 shows the comparison between DG and load
current components, which clarifies the regions that DG can
cover during the connection of nonlinear loads to the grid. As
shown in this figure, DG can only supply the load currents that
are inside the circle and it is equal to the maximum capacity
of the interfacing system for power injection.
Therefore,by considering icq = ilq and icd = −(Lc Iavd +


(Lc Iavd +vm )2 +(Lc Iavq )2 +4Rc vr Idc
Lc Iavq 2
vm )/2Rc +
−
i
+
in
lq
2
2Rc
4Rc
the control loop of the proposed DG model, the maximum
power will be injected from DG to the grid, which is given by
the maximum active power and all the reactive power in fundamental frequency, and all the harmonic current components
of grid-connected loads.
III. DLC T ECHNIQUE R EPRESENTATION
DLC strategy is considered for the interfacing system control in the control loop of the model represented in Fig. 1.
DLC strategy is basically a nonlinear control theory without
linearizing the nonlinearities in parameters of the equivalent mathematical system model, bringing a global asymptotic
stability for the proposed model [29], [30].
The scalar function in (17) is a general function for DLC
technique, which is determined to validate the stability of the
proposed model during DG interconnection into the power grid
and parameter changes in the whole system
H(x1 , x2 , x3 ) =

1
1
1
Lc x12 + Lc x22 + Cx32 .
2
2
2

Comparison between the load and DG current components.

(16)

(17)

Variables x1 and x2 clarify the differences between the reference and DG current components in dq frame, and x3 shows

the difference between the dc-voltage generated by DG source
and reference voltage value required for the dc-side of interfaced VSC. In addition, (17) demonstrates the total energy of
the whole system in the controlled region, which should be
dissipated for system stability. To reach this goal, (17) should
fulfill the following criteria:
d
dx1
dx2
dx3
H (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = Lc x1
+ Lc x2
+ Cx3
< 0. (18)
dt
dt
dt
dt
In order to guarantee a multifunction control technique for
reaching a stable operating region for DG units during changes
in the parameters of the whole system, the switching state
functions of interfaced VSC in the proposed model should be
defined as
Seqd = Seqds + Seqd
Seqq = Seqqs + Seqq .

(19)
(20)

By substituting (14) and (15) in (7) and (8), time variable
parts of (18) can be expanded as
Lc

dx1
= −Rc icd + ωLc icq − Lc Iavd − vdc Seqd
dt
ωLc Irefq − Rc Irefd − Lc Iavd − vm
− vdc
vr

− vm

(21)
dx2
Lc
= −Rc icq − ωLc icd − Lc Iavq − vdc Seqq
dt
−ωLc Irefd − Rc Irefq − Lc Iavq
(22)
− vdc
vr
−vm + ωLc Irefq − Rc Irefd − Lc Iavd
dx3
icd
C
=
dt
vr
−ωLc Irefd − Rc Irefq − Lc Iavq
icq + Seqd icd
+
vr
+ Seqq icq + idc − Seqds Irefd + Seqqs Irefq + Idc .
(23)
Moreover, by substituting x1 = icd − Irefd , x2 = icq − Irefq ,
x3 = vdc −vr , (21)–(23) in (18), and considering the definitions
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in (13), (24) can be obtained as
d
H(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = −Rc (icd − Irefd )2 − Rc icq − Irefq
dt
− Seqd (vr icd − vdc Irefd )
− Seqq vr icq − vdc Irefq

2

− (vdc − vr ) (idc − Idc ).

(24)

Equation (24) should have a negative value to meet the stability criteria during operation of the proposed DG model in
a smart grid system. To reach this goal, all the terms in (24)
should be analyzed properly one-by-one. It is clear that the
first and second terms of this equation have negative values;
moreover, the switching state functions of the interfacing system can be defined to have a positive definite total energy and a
flexible reflection against the dynamic changes by considering
Seqd and Seqq as
Seqd = γ (vr icd − vdc Irefd )
Seqq = λ vr icq − vdc Irefq .

(25)
(26)

Furthermore, vdc tends to be equal to vr for making an
appropriate compatibility between the voltage of dc and ac
sides during the integration time. It happens during the steadystate operating condition; then, the last term in (24) will be
eliminated and consequently the value of the general equation
will be negative during the steady state. But, during the transient time, two conditions and values can be expected for vdc
in comparison with vr .
At first condition, the value of vdc can be less than vr ; then if
vdc < vr → idc < Idc
then
(vdc − vr ) < 0 and (idc − Idc ) < 0

Fig. 3.
model.

As a result, application of DLC technique can guarantee
a stable operation for the proposed DG model during both
dynamic and steady state operating conditions.
Fig. 3 shows the control block diagram of the proposed
model based on DLC technique.
The
proposed
control
strategy
which
combines (14), (15), (25), and (26) can create a global asymptotic
stable region for the DG operating areas.
A. Stability Analysis of DC-Link Voltage
The stable operation of the interfaced converter is highly
dependent on an appropriate adjustment between the dc-link
voltage and voltage of ac grid. Dynamic analysis of dc-link
voltage is investigated precisely in this section in order to
verify the stability and performance of the proposed DG model
based on DLC technique.
The switching state functions of interfaced converter of DG
unit can be obtained from (7) and (8) in both the dynamic and
steady-state operating conditions as

therefore
− (vdc − vr )(idc − Idc ) < 0.

(27)

At second condition, the vdc value can be greater than vr ;
then if
vdc > vr → idc > Idc
(vdc − vr ) > 0 and (idc − Idc ) > 0

(28)

Based on (25)–(28), we can write the following upper bound
on Ḣ(x1 , x2 , x3 ):

− λ vr icq − vdc Irefq

2

(30)

Seqq

(31)

The dynamic equation of dc-link voltage can be achieved
by substituting (30) and (31) in (9) as
dicq
dt

+ Rc i2cq

.

(32)

therefore

d
Hleq (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = −Rc (icd − Irefd )2 − Rc icq − Irefq
dt
− γ (vr icd − vdc Irefd )2

dicd
−1
Lc
+ Rc icd − ωLc icq + vmd
vdc
dt
dicq
−1
+ Rc icq + ωLc icd .
=
Lc
vdc
dt

Seqd =

Lc icd didtcd + Rc i2cd + icd vmd + Lc icq
idc
dvdc
=
−
dt
Cdc
Cdc vdc

then

− (vdc − vr )(idc − Idc ) < 0.

Control block diagram of the interfacing system in the proposed

2

(29)

which by LaSalle–Yoshizawa [31], we can conclude that the
vector of the tracking errors [x1 x2 x3 ] converges asymptotically to zero.

The zero dynamic of dc-link voltage can be obtained
by imposing zero into the changes in dc-link voltage as
(dvdc )/dt = 0. Therefore, the value of dc-link voltage for a stable operation of the interfaced converter during the integration
time with ac grid can be expressed as
vdc =

Lc icd didtcd + Lc icq

dicq
dt

+ Rc i2cd + Rc i2cq + icd vmd

. (33)
idc
Equation (33) describes a zero dynamic change in dc-link
voltage of DG unit and can be written as


dicq
dicd
+ Lc icq
+ Rc i2cd + i2cq + icd vmd = vdc idc .
Lc icd
dt
dt
(34)
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Equation (34) demonstrates that the input power of DG unit
is consumed to generate dissipated and reserved power in output resistance and inductance of the DG unit. The remaining
input power will be injected to the utility grid through the
DG link. In addition, (34) verifies that the dc-link voltage in
the obtained dynamic model is equal to a constant value. In
order to prove the dc voltage convergence to its desired value,
the error of dynamic changes in dc-link voltage should be
precisely analyzed.
With respect to (23), (35) can be obtained as
C

dx3
= Seqds x1 + Seqqs x2 + Seqd icd
dt
+ Seqq icq + (idc − Idc ).

(35)

The proposed control loop should be able to follow the reference current components in d-q frame with a fast dynamic
response during the load changes (icd → Irefd and icq → Irefq ).
Therefore, by referring to (35), the error value in the dynamic
model of dc-link voltage can be achieved as

1 2
dx3
1
2
=
γ Irefd + λIrefq
x3 + (idc − Idc ).
(36)
dt
C
C
The zero dynamic of dc voltage error is calculated by
(dx3 )/dt = 0; then
x3 = −

(idc − Idc )
.
2 + λI 2
γ Irefd
refq

(37)

Equation (37) illustrates that the specified values of reference currents in the control loop of DG unit, and constant
coefficients of switching functions with small changes in dc
input current, lead to a stable and zero dynamic value for dc
voltage error (x3 = 0).
B. Reference Current Calculation
Current reference values should be defined based on the
objectives of the DLC strategy for an efficient operation of
DG during the dynamic and steady-state operating conditions.
Therefore, injection of all the harmonic current components,
maximum active power, and all the reactive power should be
considered in the control loop of DG model. By this consideration and based on Fig. 2, the remaining power during
connection of additional load, which will be supplied through
the utility grid, will be an active power in reference frequency.
Based on the mentioned assumptions, d-component value
of reference current in the control loop of the proposed model
will be achieved by the sum of the maximum capacity of DG
interfacing system for injection of active power in main frequency and alternative terms of load current components in
d-axis as
i∗cd =

∞

Pmax 
Pref
+
idhn =
+ ild (1 − LPF).
vm
vm

(38)

n=2

The alternative parts of load current can be separated from
the dc part by a LPF. The considered filter has a cut-off frequency fc = ( f /2) ( f = 50Hz), which promises the extraction
of the dc part from the nonlinear load currents. Furthermore,

Fig. 4.

Reference current generator.

to compensate the reactive power of the load at fundamental
and harmonic frequencies, DG must inject ilq as
i∗cd = −

QC
Ql
=−
= ilq .
vm
vm

(39)

The difference between the DG and reference currents
should be passed through a PI controller in order to obtain a
fast dynamic response and high accuracy to track and provide
the load current components in steady-state condition and to
reduce the current overshoot during integration time between
the grid and DG. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of reference
currents calculation.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Simulation and experimental test results will be presented in
this section in order to confirm the high performance of DLC
technique for the control of VSC as the interfacing system
between the dispersed energy sources and the main grid.
The complete model was simulated by MATLAB/Simulink
in “Power System Block set” and validated through experimental test results. The proposed methodology is implemented using Texas Instruments TMS320F2808 fixed-point
DSP control board for the hardware implementation of
DLC method in a real-time system. The overall structure of the simulated model is depicted in Fig. 5, which
is composed by the Thévenin model of grid voltage and
impedance, grid-connected loads, and DG model including
DLC scheme.
Parameter values for the simulated model are presented in
Table I. In addition, the hardware implementation structure,
which is equivalent to the simulated model of Fig. 5 is shown
in Fig. 6. The parameters are defined in Table II.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, a nonlinear load is connected to the
utility grid before connection of DG link, drawing the current
components in both the dc and harmonic frequencies from the
grid, continuously. This operation is continued up to t = 0.1 s
at which time DG is integrated to the grid and starts to inject
the available power from the dispersed energy sources to the
grid based on the defined objectives in the control loop of
the model. This procedure is continued up to t = 0.2 s at
which a secondary nonlinear load analogous to the first load
is added to the first load. In this condition, the total power
of the two loads is more than the maximum capacity of DG
(SDG < Sload ).
Fig. 7 indicates the simulation results for the load, grid, and
DG currents during these three operating times. As depicted
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General structure of the model and control block diagram.

TABLE I
S IMULATION M ODEL PARAMETERS

Fig. 6.

in this figure, during 0.1 < t (s) < 0.2 all the load current
components in both the dc and harmonic frequencies are supplied trough the DG and injected power from the utility grid
to the load reduced to the zero value (Sload < SDG ).
But, while the second load is added up to the first load
during 0.2 < t (s) < 0.3, the maximum injected power from
the DG to the grid is less than the required power for supplying
the loads; then, the remaining power is compensated through
the grid side. As shown in this figure, the injected current
via the grid to the load is sinusoidal and free of harmonic
frequencies during the load increment.
The same scenario has been repeated in the experimental
test bench and the result is depicted in Fig. 8, for the time
prior and after the second load increment.
As shown in this figure, all the load current components in
both the main and alternative frequencies are supplied through
the DG link before the load increment, then the grid current
is reduced to the zero value.
However, after the second load is added to the first load,
DG injects the maximum available power to supply the loads,
since this value is less than all the requested power from the

Experimental test set-up for the proposed DG model.
TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP PARAMETERS

load side; then, the rest of the power, which is active power
in the main frequency, is injected via the grid side.
Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of load voltage and
grid current during the connection of the secondary load to
the grid.
As shown in this figure, the grid current and load voltage
are in phase, confirming the capability of the DLC technique
for the injection of reactive power from DG to supply the
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Fig. 7. Load, grid, and DG currents before and after DG integration to the
grid, and before and after the second load increment.

Fig. 10. Experimental test result of load voltage and grid current during the
additional load increment.

Fig. 8. Experimental test result of load, grid, and DG currents before and
after the additional load increment.
Fig. 11.
Dynamic response of DG link in tracking the load current
components in DLC control loop before and after additional load increment.

Fig. 9.

Load voltage and grid current during the additional load increment.

load. In other words, after connection of the second load to
the first load, DG injects the maximum active power in grid
frequency, which is based on the reference power definition,
all the harmonic current components in d and q-axis and all
the reactive power of the loads in main frequency.
Therefore, injected currents from the grid to the load will be
free of harmonic frequencies and reactive power components.

Fig. 10 indicates the same figure as Fig. 9 to validate the ability
of the proposed DG model for compensating harmonic current
components and reactive power of nonlinear loads through the
experimental test results.
Accordingly, besides the active power injection from DG
source to the grid, the DLC technique introduces the DG as
APF and PF correction devices in the power system.
The capability of the DLC technique for tracking the reference current components in the control loop of the DG
system is validated by simulation and experimental results in
Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, for the duration before and after
the connection of the second load to the grid.
These figures confirm that the control loop of DG follows
all the reference current components with a fast and accurate
dynamic response, and also demonstrate that after the load
increment DG injects the maximum active power based on
the maximum capacity of the interfaced converter, all the harmonic current components in d and q-axis and all the reactive
power required to supply the loads, reaching the unity PF in
the utility grid.
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Fig. 12. Experimental test result to confirm the fast dynamic response of
DG link for tracking the load current components in the DLC control loop,
before and after the additional load increment.

V. C ONCLUSION
A control plan based on DLC method has been developed
for the integration of DG sources to the grid. The main objective of the proposed control technique was to prepare a secure
and low cost energy for the loads from the dispersed sources
of energy, specially based on the renewable energy sources.
The main advantage of our proposed control technique over the
other control techniques was its high performance for the compensation of active and reactive power changes and harmonic
current components of nonlinear loads. By the utilization of
the DLC technique, DG can provide continuous injection of
maximum active power in grid frequency, all the reactive
power and harmonic current components of grid-connected
loads, via connection of distributed energy resources into the
power grid. The proper application of this technique in a smart
grid system can reduce the stress on the utility grid by injection of power from the DG source into the grid during the
peak of demand, which can also decrease the cost of consumed energy from the customer’s point of view. The high
performance of DLC technique has been validated through
simulation and experimental test results during both dynamic
and steady-state operating conditions, certifying the concept
of DLC method as a multifunction control technique in DG
technology, which is very important for the proper operation
of sensitive loads in the power grid.
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